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Concerns & Questions 

Consultation 

It is clear to the FSU through consultation with members that the one business day’s notice CBA gave of 

major change has unnecessarily heightened concerns and anxiety about the impacts of the changes and 

has understandably cast doubt and anxiety around the bank’s capacity and intention to manage this 

change into the future.   

Direct feedback from members include:  

“It’s hard not to feel like just a number to CBA” 

“This obviously has be something they Have been thinking of for quite some time and to tell staff with such 

short notice and not giving them options or having a discussion is a concern” 

• When were these changes first contemplated, and for how long have they been under
consideration?

• Why didn’t CBA give more time to consult with staff and allow them consider the impact of these
changes?

• What information has been provided in writing to, and/or is forthcoming for staff?

• Why are employees prohibited from advising customers about the change? When will customers
be advised?

• Will CBA implement a clear process for volunteers to be seconded first, and a framework for choice
about the roles taken up? If not, why not?

• What are the expectations for who will work where?

• Which branches will be back office call centres, and which will be asked to join call centres? Will
there be any choice given?

New roles 
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• Will CBA waive any probation period in the new roles?

• What assurances and support will be available to these staff members, who may not be interested
in, or particularly suited to their new secondment roles?

• What are the grades and pay rates for all types of secondment jobs offered?

• Will CBA rely on the minimums in the EA to avoid unfavourable comparisons, or will CBA provide
evidence as to the average/median actual salaries of secondment roles to the FSU and to those
affected?

• Have staff been provided any information about salary comparability? If so, what was the basis of
that information?

• Has CBA prepared an analysis of the comparability of those being seconded and the proportion
who will require uplift? What figures were used as the basis for that calculation?

• Where an employee is required by the Bank to work in a job which is at a level higher than the job
the employee usually works will Higher Duties apply?

Effect on Performance Measures and Bonus 

• What measures will be put in place to prevent adverse impacts on STVR potential, given that
employees are moving into a very different role with practically no notice?

• What time frames will apply before new performance measures are put in place?

• What training and support will be in place for employees transferred to Direct Channels or FAS?
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Return to previous roles and branches 

• What are the terms of the secondment agreements being prepared?

• What process will be put in place for assessing the end of secondments, and what security can be
offered that a return to previous roles is assured for those who need it?

• Can CBA give assurances in writing that the branches will reopen and firm timelines for
reassessment of secondments to assure staff that there is an end date being contemplated?

• What will be the process for those who cannot take up a secondment due to personal
circumstances? What will their options be? And on what basis will those considerations be
considered?

Travel & Safety -  New Location 

• What support and compensation will be given to those whose travel time will significantly increase
as a result of this change?

• What parking options will be available to staff who are now required to drive to work – will parking
be available? And if so, will the bank cover any out of pocket expenses?

• What safety measures have been put in place to ensure that those staff who are being trained /
buddied in new call centre work will meet social distancing protocols.

The union and its members agree that in light of the Covid-19 crisis, there is a need for operational 

flexibility. However, we do not agree that all roles identified in these secondments arrangements are 

equivalent. We seek confirmation in writing that CBA will treat this as an extraordinary circumstance, 

and will not seek to use this event as precedent whereby a call centre role can be offered as an 

equivalent alternative when dealing with staff movement in the future. 

Further, over the last 6 weeks, our members across the retail network have worked under incredibly 
difficult and stressful situations as they have addressed social distancing measures and other PPE 
shortages. Faced with these stressors and now adding job upheaval to dealing with hardship calls all day 
– staff are concerned about the potential for significant mental health impacts to themselves and their 
colleagues.  What support will there be for the mental wellbeing of staff? 

On the face of it, closing branches while foot traffic is down is a simple binary. As mentioned by CBA – in 
many cases there are branches 5/10 km away. Impacted staff are concerned that the reality of the 
customers they’re still seeing regularly has not been properly understood, and that CBA may be leaving 
some of their most vulnerable customers in a precarious position. This may not be a concern for the 
balance sheet, but as an “essential service” in the Australian community, the impact this will have on the 
people already most exposed to the risk of COVID-19 should not be underestimated. Many CBA team 
members are concerned that this decision ignores, or underestimates that consideration. 
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